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***** Print on Demand *****.Karen is an ex-realtor, divorced, and no-longer active in the industry.
Now a private investigator, she specializes primarily in missing persons and potential infidelity
investigations. One of her old real-estate customers, Wendy, has become a friend, with both
endearing and disarming traits. With a heart of gold, she s also used to having people cater to her
whims, which can be very frustrating for Karen. Karen has ongoing business in a local suspected
infidelity case, and has just been approached from out of state. The new request is to try and find a
person supposedly traveling to her city, but who has not kept in touch as promised with her partner
back home. Karen now has two mysteries on her plate, one more challenging than the other. Wendy
has observed some odd phenomena in the old house across the street from her home. Not knowing
what to make of them, she calls Karen, because of her realtor background. Impatient, but seriously
concerned, Wendy demands instant attention, highlighting the conflict in the relationship between
the two women. Karen finds a plausible explanation for the...
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Reviews
This publication might be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It normally is not going to charge excessive. Its been written in an remarkably
simple way and is particularly just after i finished reading through this book through which in fact transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Juston Mr a z
Very beneficial for all class of folks. Indeed, it can be perform, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I discovered this ebook from my i and
dad suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Lea tha Luettg en Sr .
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